School Board Briefing/Proposed Action Report
Informational (no action required by Board)
DATE:
FROM:
LEAD STAFF:

I.

Action Report (Board will be required to take action)

September 2, 2015
Dr. Larry Nyland, Superintendent
Dr. Lester Herndon, Associate Superintendent of Facilities & Operations,
(206) 252-0644, ltherndon@seattleschools.org

TITLE

BEX IV: Cascadia Elementary School and Robert
Eagle Staff Middle School (formerly Wilson-Pacific):
Approval of Amendment to the existing Memorandum
of Agreement with Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) for
Licton Springs Flood Reduction Project
II.

For Introduction:
For Action:

September 923, 2015
September 23, 2015

WHY BOARD ACTION IS NECESSARY

Per Board Policy No. 6220, Procurement, all contract modifications exceeding $250,000 must be
approved by the Board. Board approval of amendments to the Interlocal Cooperation Act
agreement is also required.
III. FISCAL IMPACT/REVENUE SOURCE
Per the attached draft Memorandum of Agreement, Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) agrees to
reimburse Seattle Public Schools (SPS) for all work related to the improvement of Seattle Public
Utilities-owned infrastructure north of the project site, up to $445,514, in addition to the
$1,037,397 approved in the existing MOA. This does not represent an increase to the Cascadia
Elementary School and Robert Eagle Staff Middle School project budget, or the overall BEX IV
Program.
Expenditure:

One-time

Annual

Other Source

IV. POLICY IMPLICATION
Per Board Policy No. 6220, Procurements, any contract over $250,000 must be brought before
the Board for approval.
V.

RECOMMENDED MOTION

I move that the School Board authorize the Superintendent to execute Amendment No. 1 to the
existing Memorandum of Agreement No. 14-126-A between SPU and SPS for the Licton
Springs Flood Reduction Project in the amount of $1,482,911, in the form of Amendment No.1
to Agreement No. 14-126-A, attached to the Board Action Report, with any minor additions,
deletions, and modifications deemed necessary by the Superintendent, and to take any necessary
action to implement the contract.
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VI. BOARD COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
This motion was discussed at the Operations Committee meeting on August 20, 2015. The
Committee moved the item forward to the full Board with a recommendation for approval.
VII. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Seattle Public Schools received construction bids for the Licton Springs Flood Reduction
Project, in accordance with Memorandum of Agreement No. 14-126-A between SPU and SPS.
The low bid of $952,900 was significantly higher than the construction budget of $529,809
estimated in the MOA. This is due to a combination of current bidding market conditions,
escalation in unit costs since the original budget was developed by SPU in 2014, and SPUapproved scope changes during design.
Changes to the scope of the work included:








Additional quantities of pipe and increases in pipe diameter due to design refinement;
Additional catch basins and inlets due to design refinement;
Additional re-routing of existing side sewers in conflict with new pipe alignment, as
determined by locating them in the street;
Additional right-of-way restoration due to side sewer re-routing;
Additional planting restoration in Licton Springs Park due to permit requirements;
Additional dewatering due to design and constructability refinement;
Additional traffic control requirements due to added work scope and duration.

In addition, the design costs increased as the scope of the project expanded and additional
technical and administrative requirements were added, including:






Addition of landscape restoration plans for Licton Springs Park;
Additional plan sheets and submittal packages for milestones as requested by SPU
(multiple review cycles);
Preparation of record AutoCAD plans to SPU standards;
Preparation of technical information for Washington State Department of Ecology
NPDES Permit and for King County Construction Discharge Applications;
Field-locating existing side sewers to determine their locations relative to the new pipe
alignment.

As shown in the table, SPU has agreed to increase the budgets for design and construction to
reflect the low bid received and the additional design costs. The budget for Project Reserves
(contingencies) will be reduced to reflect the completion of design and receipt of bids. The
revised Project Reserves are equal to 25% of the budget for Construction, which is anticipated to
be sufficient to address unforeseen conditions encountered during construction.
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Design
Construction
Project Reserves

Original Budget
(MOA)
$ 192,725
$ 529,809
$ 314,863

Revised Budget
(Amended MOA)
$ 246,881
$ 988,824
$ 247,206

Increase
$ 54,156
$ 459,015
$ (67,657)

$ 1,037,397

$ 1,482,911

$ 445,514

TOTAL
VIII. STATEMENT OF ISSUE

Whether to approve the amendment to the existing MOA with SPU for Licton Springs Flood
Reduction Project.
IX. ALTERNATIVES
Do not approve the amendment to the existing MOA with SPU for Licton Springs Flood
Reduction Project. This is not recommended. If Board acceptance is not approved, there is risk
to the District, during and after construction of the two new school buildings, from possible flood
damage caused by existing off-site conditions.
X.

RESEARCH AND DATA SOURCES / BENCHMARKS

This amendment and the existing agreement shall be governed by and controlled in accordance
with the laws of the state of Washington. SPS and SPU have authority pursuant to the Interlocal
Cooperation Act to make the most efficient use of their powers by cooperating with other
municipal corporations on a basis of mutual advantage and thereby to provide services and
facilities in a manner and pursuant to forms of governmental organization that will accord best
with factors influencing the needs and development of local communities. (RCW 39.34.010)
Appropriate action by the School Board is necessary before any such agreement may enter into
force. (RCW 39.34.030(2)) Further, the School Board has exclusive control of all school
property and may direct the management of such property. (RCW 28A.335.090) The
Agreement enables SPS to complete improvements that will reduce risks of flooding to the
Cascadia Elementary School and Robert Eagle Staff Middle School Wilson Pacific site.
XI. TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION / COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The scope of work delineated in the existing MOA will be implemented, unchanged as part of
the early works construction, which is now scheduled to be completed before November, 2015.
XII. ATTACHMENTS



Exhibit A: Amendment No. 1 to Agreement No. 14-126-A
Exhibit B: Memorandum of Agreement No. 14-126-A (fully executed)
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AMENDMENT NO. 1
TO
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT NO. 14-126-A
BETWEEN
SEATTLE PUBLIC UTILITIES
AND
SEATTLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FOR
LICTON SPRINGS FLOOD REDUCTION PROJECT
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Section 1: TERM OF CONTRACT ………………………………………………………..1
Section 4: PAYMENT …………..…………………………………………………………..1
Exhibit A: SCOPE OF WORK ………………………………………………………………1
This Amendment is made by and between The City of Seattle (“the City”), a Washington municipal
corporation, through its Seattle Public Utilities (SPU), as represented by the Director of SPU; and Seattle
Public Schools (“Provider”).
The original Contract for consultant services is amended as follows. All other terms and conditions of the
original Contract, as amended, remain in effect.
Section 1: TERM OF CONTRACT
The “Term of Contract” Section of this Contract is amended as follows:
By this Amendment, the completion date for work under this Contract is extended to November 30, 2016.
Section 4: PAYMENT
The “Payment” Section of this Contract is amended as follows: The Contract Amount is hereby increased
by Four Hundred Forty Five Thousand Five Hundred and Fourteen Dollars ($445,514) for a new Contract
Amount of $1,482,911.
SUMMARY OF CONTRACT DOLLAR AMOUNT TO DATE

CONTRACT
DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT
AMOUNT

CONTRACT
AMOUNT

14-126-A Original

$1,037,397

$1,037,397

Amendment No. 1

$445,514

$1,482,911

TOTALS

$1,482,911

Exhibit A: Scope of Work
The attached Scope of Work replaces the original scope of work.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Contract Amendment by having their
representatives affix their signatures below.

SEATTLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

THE CITY OF SEATTLE
SEATTLE PUBLIC UTILITIES

By ____________________________________
Signature
Date

By ____________________________________
Signature
Date

RAY HOFFMAN, DIRECTOR
SEATTLE PUBLIC UTILITIES

RICHARD BEST
CAPITAL PROJECTS DIRECTOR

EXHIBITS:
A –SCOPE OF WORK
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EXHIBIT A
SCOPE OF WORK
PRIME Consultant:
Contract No.:
Contract Title:

Seattle Public Schools (SPS)
14-126-A, Amendment #1
Licton Springs Flood Reduction Project

Background:
The purpose of this amendment is to authorize an increase in the project budget in order to proceed with and fully
implement the Licton Springs Flood Reduction Project.
Seattle Public Schools received construction bids for the Licton Springs Flood Reduction Project, in accordance
with Memorandum of Agreement No. 14-126-A between Seattle Public Utilities and Seattle Public Schools.
The low bid of $952,900 was significantly higher than the construction budget of $529,809 provided in the MOA,
due to a combination of current bidding market conditions, escalation in unit costs since the original budget was
developed by SPU in 2014, and scope changes during design.
Changes to the scope of the work included:
 Additional quantities of pipe and increases in pipe diameter due to design refinement;
 Additional catch basins and inlets due to design refinement;
 Additional re-routing of existing side sewers in conflict with new pipe alignment, as potholed;
 Additional right-of-way restoration due to side sewer re-routing;
 Additional planting restoration in Licton Springs Park due to permit requirements;
 Additional dewatering due to design and constructability refinement;
 Additional traffic control due to additional work scope and duration.
In addition, the design costs increased as the scope of the project expanded, including:
 Addition of landscape restoration plans for Licton Springs Park;
 Additional plan sheets for SPU submittal (in addition to SDOT submittal);
 Additional submittal packages for milestones as requested by SPU (multiple review cycles);
 Preparation of record AutoCAD plans to SPU standards;
 Preparation of technical information for Washington State Department of Ecology NPDES Permit
Application;
 Preparation of technical information for King County Construction Discharge Application;
 Potholing of existing side sewers to determine their locations relative to the new pipe alignment.
As shown in the table below, the budgets for design and construction will be increased to reflect the low bid
received and the additional design costs. The budget for Project Reserves (contingencies) will be reduced to reflect
the completion of design and receipt of bids. The revised Project Reserves are equal to 25% of the budget for
Construction, which is expected to be sufficient to address any unforeseen conditions encountered during
construction.

Original Budget
(MOA)

Revised Budget
(Amended MOA)

Design

$

192,725

$

246,881

$ 54,156

Construction

$

529,809

$

988,824

$ 459,015

Project Reserves

$

314,863

$

247,206

$ (67,657)

TOTAL

$ 1,037,397

$ 1,482,911

$ 445,514
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Increase

Task 1 – Project Management
The duration of the project is estimated to be 26 months including closeout and warranty period (October 1, 2014 to
November 30, 2016) and includes the following:
SPS Services


Prepare 1-page monthly status reports describing the following: services completed during the month; an
overview of expected services planned for the next month; list and status of on-call subtasks;
scope/schedule/budget status; and a financial summary.



Coordinate with SPU to manage the project scope, schedules, and budgets.



Provide input in schedule, budget, and risk assessment for the Project Management Plan (PMP) completion

SPU Responsibilities


Discuss project task status and needs.



Review and approve invoices.



Review and Comment on submittals.

Assumptions


Up to eight meetings or conference calls with the SPS to discuss project scope, budget, and risks.



Regular email check-ins (average once a week)

Deliverables


Monthly progress reports and invoices (one hardcopy with invoice).



Monthly Project Management meeting (as necessary and determined by City Project Manager prior to each
month).



Project Management Plan (PMP) input as requested.



Simple bar-chart schedule.



Schedule of values.



Project Closure meeting.

Schedule


Scope of Work completed by November 30, 2016.

Task 2 – Environmental Review and Environmental and Local Agency Permits/Approvals
SPS will lead coordination with regulatory and permitting agencies, preparation of supporting studies, and
preparation and tracking of applications as required to obtain all permits and approvals necessary to construct this
project. SPU shall provide input, review, and support for task. Permits/approvals may include, but may not be
limited to:
State Environmental policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Review: In this case, SPU would draft and finalize the
SEPA checklist and, as Lead Agency for SEPA, would lead the administrative process for completing the SEPA
environmental review. See assumptions, below.
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PERMIT/APPROVAL
SEPA
Nationwide Permits 18 and 33, Clean Water Act
Coastal Zone Management Act consistency
Clean Water Act, Section 401 certification
Endangered Species Act compliance

REGULATORY
AGENCY
WA Dept of
Ecology
US Corps of
Engineers
WA Dept of
Ecology
WA Dept of
Ecology
USFWS &
NOAA

PREPARE
APPLICATION

SUBMIT
APPLICATION

SPU

SPU

SPS (ESA)

SPU

SPS (ESA)

SPU

SPS (ESA)

SPU

SPS (ESA)

SPU

SPU=Lead Agency
Expedited review
via City process
Expedited review
via City process
Expedited review
via City process
Expedited review
via City process
Submitted to DAHP
by the Corps; draft
provided by
ESA/City

Compliance with the National Historic
Preservation Act, Section 106

DAHP

SPS (ESA)

SPU

Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA)

WDFW

SPS (ESA)

SPU

Master Use Permit (not applicable)

DPD

SPS (Mahlum)

SPS

Compliance with the City of Seattle's ECA
provisions

DPD

SPS (ESA)

SPS

Grading Permit (not applicable)

DPD

SPS (CPL)

SPS

Utility Major Permit

SDOT

SPS (CPL)

SPS

Traffic Control Plan

SDOT

SPS

Industrial Wastewater Discharge Permit
NPDES Construction Stormwater General
Permit (if required)
Revocable Use Permit and/or Partial Transfer of
Jurisdiction (if required)

King County
WA Dept of
Ecology

SPS (Lydig)
SPS
(Lydig/CPL)
SPS
(Lydig/CPL)

Seattle Parks

SPU

SPU

COMMENTS

Expedited review
via SPS-DPD
process
Expedited review
via SPS-DPD
process
Expedited review
via SPS-DPD
process

SPU
SPS
SPU and Parks to
negotiate

All permit deliverables shall include preparation of mitigation plans and strategies as required by the regulatory
agencies.
SPU Responsibilities


Lead SEPA process including preparation of SEPA Checklist, administrative review process and threshold
determination.



Provide review, input, and comments on draft supporting documents and all permit/approval applications.



Attend meeting with agencies.



Submit permit applications prepared by SPS (JARPA, HPA, etc.) to federal and state agencies.



Negotiate and obtain Revocable Use Permit and/or Partial Transfer of Jurisdiction from Seattle Parks and
Recreation, if required.

Assumptions:


SPU shall prepare and finalize the SEPA checklist. SPS shall provide relevant SEPA documentation and
supporting documents (Preliminary Plans) to SPU. The SEPA Checklist prepared by SPU will be based on
SPS’s 60% design submittal, SPU, as Lead Agency for SEPA, would lead the administrative process for
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completing the SEPA environmental review. SPS shall work with SPU staff to determine which
environmental and local agency permits/approvals are required.


SPU staff will be available for consultation and provide comments on all draft permit/approval applications
and their supporting documents.



SPU will submit permit applications prepared by SPS to federal and state agencies in order to allow for
expedited review processes utilizing City’s existing agreements with federal and state agencies.



Project will utilize City’s existing programmatic Biological Evaluation for federal and state permitting.



SPS will prepare and implement an Archaeological Resources Monitoring Plan and Inadvertent Discovery
Plan (ARMP/IDP), for use during construction.

Deliverables: SPS, with assistance from SPU, will obtain all permits and approvals necessary to construct this
project.
Schedule for Deliverables: SPS, with assistance from SPU, shall obtain all permits and approvals necessary to
construct this project prior to construction and/or as required by regulatory agencies.

Task 3 – Hydraulic Analysis and Design
SPU shall provide any modeling that they require and documents as produced during their option analysis phase, as
well as finalize the hydraulic and hydrologic model (including calibration if needed) to confirm design will meet the
intended level of service.
SPS will perform hydraulic analysis and design of the conveyance and the inlet structure based on flows and
boundary conditions provided by SPU. SPU will incorporate the SPU’s design information into the current hydraulic
model as part of the review process.
Inlet design concept was not developed as part of the Option Analysis and shall be part of the design phase effort.
Inlet structure design will require minimum one meeting with SPU staff to discuss inlet maintenance and design
requirements and develop concepts that are maintainable by SPU crew. SPS to work with SPU staff to arrive at a
design that is acceptable by SPU.
SPS’ design shall comply with regulatory requirements and satisfy the City of Seattle’s Stormwater codes (i.e. flow
and water quality mitigation requirements if triggered) and shall provide appropriate documentation to address
Stormwater Code compliance.
SPS shall prepare a brief Basis of Design technical memorandum that documents project design intents,
assumptions, decisions, and any deviations from SPU design standards. Supporting stamped calculation shall be
provided as an attachment.
SPU Responsibilities


Provide boundary conditions and flows for hydraulic analysis



Provide Option Analysis Memo (Exhibit C Licton Springs Draft Option Dev. Memo May 2014 OCI)



Provide input and respond to questions



Provide review and comments

Assumptions


SPS and SPU will meet as required to develop and discuss SPU modeling and SPS’ hydraulic analysis
approach



Changes to available Option Analysis concept, if any, to the project will be minor as compared to the
recommended option in the Option Analysis Memorandum.
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Review at the 60% and 90% design milestones will include modeling check of the design as necessary.
SPS will work with SPU to modify design to ensure required hydraulic capacity is met.

Deliverables:


SPS to provide a written list of questions and input needed for the design.



SPS to produce signed and stamps calculations with QA/QC checker’s name.



Response to SPU review comments



Brief Basis of Design Technical Memorandum



Meeting with SPU staff to discuss inlet structure design options.



Documentation for Stormwater Code compliance.

Schedule for Deliverables:



See Exhibit B

Task 4 – Survey and Base Map Development
SPS shall provide the survey and base map information. SPS shall format the base map to comply with SPU CADD
standards for design and plan preparation purposes.
SPU Responsibilities


Provide review and comments

Assumptions:


SPS shall perform survey and prepare CAD base map file following SPU CADD standards to be delivered
to SPU.



SPU review cycle is 2 weeks

Deliverables:




Electronic survey base map files
Respond/address SPU comments
Potholing of existing side sewers to determine their locations relative to the new pipe alignment

Schedule for Deliverables:


Survey Basemap December 2, 2014

Task 5 – Plans, Specifications, and Cost Estimate (PS&E)
SPS shall provide design services to develop designs and General Contractor’s estimate, building upon the Option
Analysis concept developed by SPU for use in construction. This includes addressing review comments at each
milestone; and effort required to develop Special and Technical Specifications for construction. The final as-built
plans shall be prepared in accordance with SPU CADD Standards, and the estimate in accordance with SPU’s Cost
Estimating Guidelines. Interim milestone sets will not meet SPU CADD Standards, however mutually agreeable
information will be provided to be discussed as the project design commences.
SPU Responsibilities
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Provide review and comments to the Engineering Plan, Specifications, and Engineer’s Estimate at each
milestone



Provide relevant chapters from the Design Standards and Guidelines including milestone deliverable
checklist.



Provide SPU’s Cost Estimating Guidelines and input for cost estimating purpose.



Meet with SPS, if necessary, to discuss interim CADD product that are mutually agreeable to SPU and SPS

Assumptions


The project will be bid and constructed by SPS through their contracting mechanism.



All permits and approvals necessary to construct this project have been obtained prior to starting
construction.



Attend up to eight design meetings



Each review response cycle is 2 weeks minimum unless otherwise agreed upon



SPU will create its own operation and maintenance manual with input from SPS.



Plans shall meet SPU’s design package deliverables check list requirement.

Deliverables
SPS shall provide the following:


A written list of questions, if any, after reviewing previous studies such as the project’s geotechnical
investigation documentation and the “Licton Springs Option Development Memorandum” (OCI, May
2014).



Prepare Engineering Plans, Specifications, and Estimates at each project milestone (60%, 90% and Final)
for construction, including 2 hard copies and electronic files (CADD and PDF).
o

Separate submittal package required for SDOT Utility Major Permit.

o

Including Landscape Restoration Plan for work in Licton Springs Park.



Basis of Design plan (as specified in the DS&G)



Prepare Basis of Estimate per Cost Estimating Guidelines



SPS to meet with SPU staff and Consultants for inlet structure design

Schedule for Deliverables


List of review questions one week after beginning of project



Engineering plan, specifications, and estimate and Basis of Estimate document at 60%, 90%, and Final.



Draft Basis of Design Memorandum and Plan at 60%; 90%, and Final

Task 6 – Construction Assistance
Under this Scope of Work, SPS shall provide construction assistance as requested by SPU.
Assumptions


An overall project schedule will be developed by the Contractor. SPU and SPS will meet to review the
schedule and determine appropriate timing for field support by SPU.
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A minimum of ten (10) Requests for Information (RFIs), budget includes additional hours beyond the
minimum to allow for unforeseen RFI requests.



A minimum of ten (10) site visits, budget includes additional hours beyond the minimum to allow for
unforeseen developments during construction



A minimum of ten (10) weekly coordination meetings, budget includes additional hours beyond the
minimum to allow for progress developments and status updates during construction



Construction of the project is expected to last up to 75 working days.

Deliverables



Weekly Construction Meeting (as part of the overall SPS project weekly construction meeting).



Response to Contractor's RFIs.



Review construction submittals and provide comments to SPU



Provide information to help SPU respond to Requests For Information



SPS will be present at the project site during construction to assist SPU in assuring all construction
contractors and sub-contractors meet or exceed the requirements documented in the final stamped and
signed drawings and project manual.



Electronic copies of relevant photos taken during construction



Provide site visits as requested, specifically at structural stages or at the beginning of sequences.



Electronic copies of Contractor’s daily progress report.

Schedule for Deliverables


SPU & SPS will work together throughout the duration of the design, permitting, and construction of the
project which may occur in 2015.

Task 7 – Work Completion and Acceptance of Asset
Under this Scope of Work, SPS shall provide construction acceptance as requested by SPU.
Assumptions


It is the intent of SPU to have at the Physical Completion Date, a complete and operable system with all of
the information necessary to operate and maintain the system.



SPU shall require the assigned Resident Engineer to have the Contractor operate and test the Work for a
period of time after final inspection but prior to the Physical Completion Date.



Whenever items of Work are listed in the Project Manual for operational testing, they shall be fully tested
under operating conditions for the time period specified to ensure their acceptability prior to the Physical
Completion Date.



During and following the test period, the Contractor shall correct any items of workmanship, Materials, or
equipment that proves faulty, or are not in first class operating condition. Equipment, electrical controls,
meters, or other devices and equipment to be tested during this period, shall be tested under the observation
of the Engineer, so that the Engineer may determine their suitability for the purpose for which they were
installed.



The Physical Completion Date cannot be established until testing and corrections have been completed to
the satisfaction of the Engineer.
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Operational and test periods, when required by the SPU Resident Engineer, shall not affect a
manufacturer’s guaranties or warranties furnished under the terms of the Contract.



SPU shall accept the dedication of work and the assets as constructed following all necessary testing and
receipt of all drawings, warranties or other supporting documentation that may be requested.



SPS shall dedicate the drainage system improvements to SPU done under this scope of work.

Deliverables



Schedule required construction testing and send invitation to both SPU and SPS representatives



SPS and its contractor will administer the construction acceptance testing to operate and test the system



Perform each testing as required to show that the system is operational and functioning properly according
to the specifications



Provide documentation to SPU for each test results



Correct any items that fails to meet the criteria for SPU acceptance



Electronic copies of relevant photos taken during construction acceptance testing



Electronic copies of Contractor’s testing and acceptance report.



Dedication and easement for drainage system improvements

Schedule for Deliverables


SPU & SPS will work together throughout the duration of the construction testing and acceptance stage of
the project which may occur in 2015.
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